Victorian Women Lawyers presents

New Law in the Suburbs

A panel discussion on how law firms can enhance productivity and wellbeing
The Membership Committee of
Victorian Women Lawyers
welcomes you to join us for a lively
discussion, where our diverse panel of
speakers will share their insight on
how to reinvent the way contemporary
law firms operate, to enhance
productivity and wellbeing.

Melissa Lyon, Associate Principal, Hive Legal
Melissa is committed to focusing on clients’ needs,
delivering the best outcomes for them and continually
improving the way legal services are delivered.
Hive Legal’s commitment to working collaboratively with
its clients enables Melissa to deliver strategy, innovative
solutions and client care, all of which improve clents’
experiences.

Jennifer Tutty, Principal, Studio Legal

Guests will also have the opportunity
to network over a drink and some
delicious canapes.
This event provides an opportunity for
suburban based lawyers to network.
DATE: Wednesday 14th August 2019
TIME: 5:30pm registrations, 6pm panel
discussion
LOCATION: Maurice Blackburn Lawyers
314-326 Thomas Street, Dandenong VIC
3175
RSVP: via vwl.asn.au/events
PRICE: FREE
Proudly sponsored by, Maurice
Blackburn Lawyers

This professional development activity
has been designed to meet the CPD
needs of lawyers. If this session does
meet your CPD needs according to the
Uniform CPD (Solicitors) Rules 2015
available here you may claim 1 CPD unit
for each hour of attendance (breaks not
included).

Jennifer practises across a wide spectrum of
intellectual property, media, entertainment, technology
and commercial law matters. Jennifer's services are
highly sought after by successful media personalities,
creative agencies, artists, music festivals, hospitality
entrepreneurs and other creative businesses. As a
business owner herself, Jennifer is able to combine
her commercial experience and comprehensive legal
knowledge to deliver practical legal advice and
strategic results for her clients.
Lucy Percy, Principal, Head and Heart Estate
Planning
Lucy Percy is the Principal of Percy Legal, launching
as Head and Heart Estate Planning in August 2019.
Choosing to launch with a service that is narrow, but
deep is a deliberate decision to maintain her own
wellbeing and that of her family. Leaning on her own
personal experience in small business, that of her
clients and colleagues over her years as a suburban
general practice lawyer, Lucy is looking forward to
adding to the growing cheer of practitioners who are
lighting a different path with their success.
Nick Valentine, Counsellor, Healing Phase

Nick is a Level 4 member of the ‘Australian Counselling
Association’ and a Clinical Counsellor with the ACA
'College of Clinical Counsellors'. Nick has worked as a
qualified therapist for over 10 years. Nick’s extensive
experience across government and private organisations
has included lawyer-specific wellbeing programs, and
individual and group therapy with adults, adolescents
and children in their struggle with complex emotions and
circumstances.

